
PEACE SILVER DOLLAR PITCH 

 

Hey ________, this is ________from Premier Coin Galleries. How's 
everything today? We haven't spoken in a while, but I wanted to 
chat and see if you've been watching the gold and silver markets 
lately. Both gold and silver have risen, and we feel it's only the 
beginning! With the United States debt and balance sheets 
increasing rapidly, many investors have been jumping in with both 
feet!  

 

I'm calling you today because all the current attention and activity 
surrounding gold and silver has given our company some great 
opportunities to buy some old estates and portfolios of scarce and 
hard-to-find coins! Coins that haven't been on the market for 
decades have become available, and being one of the biggest 
companies in the country, they call us first!  

 

We just closed on an estate that had over 12,000 Peace Silver 
Dollars. Have you ever heard of these silver dollars before? They 
were minted after WWI from 1921 until 1935 and have disappeared 
in the markets over the past 90+ years. A coin once believed to be 
common only 30 years ago isn't often available in brilliant 
uncirculated quality. That's why I was excited when I saw these 
beautiful, clever, uncirculated 100-year-old coins! Usually, if you 
were even lucky enough to find them, you’d be paying upwards of 
$____-$____ per coin, but by us buying every coin they had in the 



estate and laying out huge dollars, it gave us a chance to use our 
buying power to save our clients’ money. We have these today for 
only $_____ per coin! That's a massive discount in any market but 
having them today as silver is starting to get mainstream coverage as 
the sleeping giant for investors could be the absolute best 
investment you make all year!  

 

We're offering packages ranging from 500-coin boxes down to units 
of 100 coins per order. This flexible approach allows you to invest at 
a level that suits you. Given the current prices and the potential 
value of each of these exclusive Peace Silver Dollars, consider the 
500-coin box. Invest with us today, and I guarantee you'll be 
impressed with these coins' quality and potential Returns. Are you 
ready to seize this opportunity? 


